Pretty as a picture

Capture a moment of late-year sunlight cascading through the changing leaves, and fall into autumn with warm colors. Work this symmetrical rich-hued pattern in odd-count peyote stitch (How-Tos). Add fringe of varying lengths to the edges, and finish one end with three 8 mm beads and the other with three corresponding loops to clasp. The pattern minus the clasp measures 1 3/8 x 5 3/8 in. (3.5 x 13.7 cm).

– Robin Griffes
Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.
robin.artfire.com

Stitched by Robin Griffes

- DB-0654 brick red
- DB-0727 opaque red
- DB-0653 opaque pumpkin
- DB-0651 opaque light orange
- DB-0751 opaque matte yellow
- DB-0263 opaque olive green
- DB-0663 opaque jade green
- DB-0205 Ceylon beige
- DB-0657 opaque olive
- DB-0794 matte tree bark brown
- DB-0734 opaque dark chocolate
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